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A concept for Creativity & Personality
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Fascination



This report is about my fascination: Arabic Culture. 

The report kicks off with a description of my fascination, followed by highlights 
and interesting things I have found during my research including some parts 
of my dummy as I used this to work towards a concept.

Next I will present my concept and its story. Finally I will present a symbol of 
my concept, a 3D model. Finally I will reflect on the process. 

I hope you will find this report creative and captivating!

Danielle van Berkom 

2339595
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My fascination is the Arabic Culture. 

I have always been fascinated by this 
culture. I find it intruiging with all the mystery, 
the bright colours, luxurious 
materials and interesting melodic music. 

Ever since I started playing the violin I’ve 
been fascinated with the music and the 
melodic lines. For work I have travelled a lot 
to different countries in Europe but also to 
Morrocco, Abu Dhabi, Algeria, Egypt, Turkey 
and Dubai. In these countries I have come in 
contact with the Arabic Culture. 
During my visit I have always bought 
souvenirs such as postcards, fabric, jewellery 
and instruments. Last year I visited Istanbul 
and I bought my first real Arabic instrument, 
a Kemençe, a Turkish violin. I am not able to 
play it yet, but it has fired up my interest in 
Arabic Culture. 

As I was mesmerizes by the culture, the 
habits,, the hospitality and the beautiful 
architecture I took tons of photos to keep 
the memory alive. On the right you can see 
some photos from Istanbul.

These experience with the Arabic Culture 
turned out to be a good starting point for 
my journey with Creativity & Personality.

This is why I am working with my 
fascination: Arabic Culture

1. Fascination
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2. Research

The keywords I have chosen to fit my fascination are: 
Indigenous Music, Architecture, Beauty and Religion. 
In this chapter I will highlight a few interesting things I have found during my research as 
they can be found in my dummy. 

Four Domains of Reality

High Science on Arabic Culture

modenrArabic culture turned away from science. but it is thanks to the ‘golden age’ of 
Aabic Culture that we know how to right, do resarch, have our musical tonality scheme 
and that we are able to create such architectonic wonders. Also our knowledge on 
pharmaceutics and medics was first founded in Arabic Culture.
Science in the Arabic Culture was most vivid when the Islam was the biggest and most 
important religion in the world, but nowadays the science has slumbered.

High Science on Music

Music was always used in Arabic culture for the means of therapy. It was used to cure 
psychosis and different diseases. The melodic patterns would have a healing effect. 
Music is specified as the third biggest art of science. The beauty of Arabic music is the 
tonality, the scales and how notes interact with each other.

High Art on Music

Music was not only used as a medial treatment, it was also used as amusement for the 
high class society in theaters. Nowadays still these shadowplays, as they were called, are 
open for public. There are institutions that try to keep this inheritance alive.
Opera is another big part of the art in Arabic culture. The Opera House in Cairo 
supposedly meant the start for Arabic Opera in 1927. The first operas are still being 
performed in the same Opera venue. 

Popular Culture on Arabic Culture

Media nowadays are generalising and even scandalising Arabic Culture. Since the 
abuse of Islam as a religion muslims are being harased and the Arabic Culture lost its 
beauty in the eyes of the Western World. A study from 2007 in the UK showed that 91% of 
the articles on Islam in newspapers was spreading negativaty on the religion and 
culture.

Popular Culture on Music
Lean on, Kashmir, Toxic and Galvanize are four examples of modern music that make use 
of Arabic influences and these songs were and are highly popular. This shows that the 
Arabic culture has a subsantial influence on our music. Last year’s hit ‘Lean on’ by Major 
Lazor was a huge success and the most recognizable melodies the song have an Arabic 
origin.
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Museum exhibition inspiration

I visited the Muhka in Antwerp and a gallery in 
Deventer as well as an art workplace. Expecially the 
locations in Deventer were very inspiring because of 
the colors and the shapes. The architectonial way 
the stickes made of bamboo were placed in the
workplace was inspiring because of the play of light 
and shadow. The paintings in the gallery were very 
colorful which inspired me very much for my concept.

Antwerp was more modern and clean, a bit like the 
workplace in Deventer. These spacial works that as 
well made use of light, dark and shadows inspired me 
to work with contrast in my concept.

The Structures, Function, Content & Context model
helped me a lot to learn to imagine how and what 
things could be and tell me, before looking at descriptions.

For example., with the first shown work as I found it in Muhka 
Antwerp, I did the following with the assignment:

Name: Shattered Heart

Structure: Plastic, Red paint, size is a rectangle with size from 
about 1.50 meters by 1.10 meters.  Colors are white and red 
and the work is rolled up at the top, hanging with the help of two 
nails. The work is being presented behind glass and it looks like 
the work is in transition as pieces of red paint are laying on the 
bottom.

Content: Renewal, a broken heart, blood, death, agression, 
dryness, dried out earth, redecoration of a home.

Function: Esthetic, waste, provocation

Context: This is what I should find on the website, but the website 
unfortunately took the information on the collection down before I 
had the chance to retrieve information. 



Inspiration from classes and assignments

I found the Pinterest Boards assignment inspiring. I really like Pinterest and use it as a 
tool for school, for work and just for myself as a nice place to store inspiration for home 
decoration, fashion etcetera. To store information and inspiration on my concept in solely 
images was interesting because it gave me th chance to think about a story behind the 
pictures that I might use in my concept.

The class with the exhibition on obects linked to a fascination was very helpful as it 
taught me to prioritize my most valuable object, the Kemence (Turkish violin), it also 
taught me how to build up a concept around values and it lead me to my truism and 
statement.
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Keri Smith Assignments

The most influental Keri Smith assignments to me were
the ‘touchboard’, ‘travelstories’ and ‘colormatching’’ .

The touchboard was my favorite assignment of all as I
got enthustiastic when gathering stuff asking my mom,
my sister, my grandmother and boyfriend to collect 
objects, fabrics, materials and waste I might be able
to use. They all handed in full plastic bags, which was
obviously a bit much. But, the help was welcome
as I am pretty satisfied with my touchboard. It contains
paperclips (metal), a branche from a tree, sticky tape 
both sides, a button, shelf, safety pins, pieces of fabric,
plastic, foil etcetera. I love this way of gathering stuff
and to make it look attractive to the eye.

Another assignment I liked was an assignment that was
a bit like the class I showed on the previous page
where we had to bring objects linked to our
fascination. Keri Smith asks the reader to gather stuff
from personal travels. 
I searched the house and gathered all the stuff for as
far as I could find it. I came up with little drums, shelfs,
key rings, stones with gold clumps, a buddha, lucky
elephants, shelf bowls, a headless buddha, incense 
holders, hand of luck, an old german car and a
Turkish instrument. All of these things originate from a
different country and it showed me how I collected
things I did not remember, how everything has a 
different shape and color and how things mean 
something to me. They all remind me of some place,
time or occasion at a point in my life. 

One of the assignments I chose was about gathering 
colors and match them to daily life things. I went to
the store and took these color samples and started 
looking around me to find matches. 
For some colors that really wasn’t so easy, I even
opened my fridge and freezer and the next day while 
shopping I even could not get the assignment out of
my head, naming every match on the vegetable stand.

What it helped me with though is finding one of the 
key focus point in my 3D object: the contrast of warm
and cold colors.
As color plays an important role in Arabic culture
I thought it was interesting to make use of color, but 
the idea of warm and cold came from this assignment.



People are beautiful

4. Statement
Look further than the surface

It’s so easy to judge on what you see, we do so in a matter of seconds. We do not need to 
speak to each other, we do not need to be properly introduced, we will judge a book by 
its cover since that’s how our brain works and how we were taught to do in our early days. 

It seems so cliché to say beauty comes from within, but it is the truth. As a 
conceptual movie made by Coca Cola proved. us in 2015. The concept called ‘Don’t Judge’
 placed six strangers in a dark room, They did not know each other, they did not see each 
other, they could only get to know one another by speaking and listening. After Doing so the 
lights went on and there was an Arab, a fully tattood man, a man in a wheelchair, a scientist 
etc. These men admitted never to have talked to each other if they would’ve met in daily life. 
But they also stated they were very interested and had had a great time and inspirational 
talk. Coca Cola ends the video with a powerful slogal ‘labels are for cans, not for people’. 

I believe this is the ultimate example on how we judge people on a daily basis, as 
if it’s a normal thing to do. I believe in the beauty of people, everyone is beautiful and 
never judge a book by its cover because who knows what the story in the book may hold.

3. Truism
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5. Canvas
For my concept I decided to combine two of my creative canvasses. I used my first idea, 
the photoseries and then in class we were asked to make up a canvas with something you 
would not choose. Then I came up with the parade through town. Strangely enough this 
became the main thing my whole concept evolves around. That’s how creativity works!





Two worlds collide
(Look further than the surface)
 
Arabic Culture mainly because of Islam and terrorism has to deal with lots of obstructions. 
Arab culture though offers a wide range of colorful food, beautiful fabrics, enchanting 
architecture and hypnotic music. Behind the scenes there’s a lot of misunderstanding on 
what Arabic Culture is about. The media and the people show the way Islam is being used 
by people who kill in Allah’s name. Therefore the beauty of Arabic Culture is being forgotten.

People love colors, happiness, festivities and parades which helped me to come to this 
concept called ‘Two Worlds Collide’. In the opinion of many, Arabic Culture holds a lot of 
mystery, to get in touch with other cultures and street life I combined the idea of Brazilian 
Carnival parades (as an anology) with Arabic Culture. 

Keywords are: colors, music, food, dancing and music. people walk and dance through the 
streets showing poeple the good side of Arabic Culture. The smell of fresh herbs, freshly 
cooked food combined with hypnotic festive Arab Music will help people get their 
summervibes to a boiling point. The crowd is being invited to join with Arabic scarf which will 
make the parade grow and will create an eye-opening festivity. 

I have combined this concept with another concept I came up with. A collection of photos 
of Arabic Culture used in empty shopping windows on the street to create awareness and 
understanding. These photos will also be taken during the parade which makes a beautiful 
combination of a stand-still concept and a moving concept imagining the contrast 
between the generalized view on Arabic Culture and reality.  

Getting groups of people to connect is an immersive process which is not easy to apply. 
A better understanding and admiration for the beauty of Arabic Culture is something the 
media in general do not necessarily support. This concept will draw a line ‘until here and no 
further’. It will tell people to look further than the surface. Arabic Culture cannot be placed 
in line with Islam abuse in one. 

Focus is not on religion, nor is it on politics or media, it’s all about the basis of Arabic 
Culture, it’s about the pleasures in the culture such as good food, music, clothing, make-up, 
architecture, knowledge and values and how to celebrate these things in peace and with 
joy. Sharing these things with locals will help them to see the beauty from within and will help 
to not take for granted what media tells them on a daily basis.

The best part is the fact visitors in the crowd can actually join to feel and experience the 
joy and fire such a parade and thus the Arabic Culture holds.

The parade will take place in summer like the Brazillian Carnival and if successful might be 
an annual event in multiple big cities around the world. The parade will be photographed 
and when the original works of the photo exhibiton are returned to the empty shopping 
windows, these photos will be added to create a beautiful celebrating and lasting memory.  
Every time shoppers walk by they will feel a connection with Arabic Culture. 

By adding the photos of the parade, it will be a subject of conversation in society.

Concept
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Two Worlds Collide - A dynamic collision (Contrast)

‘Two Worlds Collide’ is the name of the concept because of the clash and the attempt to 
bond the Western and Arabic culture through the use of this concept. It is all about contrast. 

Static/Dynamic - With veil/Without veil - Colorful/Black&White - Black/White
Warm-Cold

This is why my 3D object is all about contrast. If you hang the 3D object against a wall or 
settle it on a table, it is a static piece, just like the photoseries I talked about. But once you 
grab and hang it by the string attached, the artworks start to dance.
In the artworks Ying/Yang is represented as another contrast. An Arabic woman wears warm 
colors and A queen of Clubs wears cold colors. 

The Queen of Clubs (klaveren) is ‘the mother of intuition’, she represents indecision about 
love and friendship to represent in this case the doubts from the side of Western Culture on 
Arabic Culture whether they should allow, love, connect or hate it. The Arabic woman wears 
warm colors to present the love she would like the Queen of Clubs, and thus the western 
world, to show.

The Queen of Clubs also stands for ’creative expression and freedom of movement’. Again 
this is a reference to the contrast of dynamics as well as to the stereotype on surpression of 
Arabic women.

If a queen of Clubs is turned upside down she represents ‘jealousy and maliciousness’, 
another contrast relevant to the issue and the concept from the eyes of Western media.

To me, everything I wanted to express with my concept comes together in my 3D model. It 
shows every kind of cotnrast and I believe it made my concept stronger.
Everything in my 3D model is handdrawn and colored with Promarkers.

A funny twist to the 3D object is that when you drum on it with your fingers, it makes the 
sound of an Arabic drum. It is a collision of the hand and the drum.

JUST TRY IT! Grab one of the art objects by the the black vertical area and drum with your 
fingers and hand on the artwork, move your hand around and hear the characterstic sound. If 
you try both of the objects you will notice they both have a different tonality, one is high and one 
is low. I made this happen by inserting the strings, on which the objects can hang, in different ways. 
These strings are inserted differently in both objects to create more or less of a hollow space. 

These little art drums with a message would be great to use in the festive parade!

3D Model



 
Expectations

At the start of this course I thought this course would be about creative tech-
niques and how to use them to create a personal concept. I thought it would 
somehow be an addition to the course Visuals & Concepts. I expected vague 
assignments that would let you flow freely and would not become clear or 
concrete to actually be able to apply skills that would have been taught. The 
description of the course did not tell me what to expect and because I heard 
so many stories of my fellow students that it was a lot of work I got a bit scared 

right away.

Goals
My goals for the course were ‘be open minded’, ‘get better at teamwork’ and 
‘dig deeper with brainstorming’. I wanted to be open-minded and to postpone 
my judgement. When creating a concept and working towards one I tend to 
get overenthusiastic and I draw my conclusions way too fast. I wanted to use 
this course as the ultimate training tool for that. I am a perfectionist and I tend 
to do things all by myself because I know exactly what I want and I believe 
my way of doing these things results in the best work I can deliver. Working with 
other people sometimes frightens me as I don’t know what goals they set, how 
they like to work, if they aim to be ready at set deadlines and if their level of 
delivered work is as high as mine. I wanted to be open for teamwork as I know 
working together does give you new insights and inspiration and I expected 
this to come in handy with this course. My third goal was brainstorming. I know 
brainstorming with others can lead to new ideas because you can share your 
insights together and get enriched with points of view you would not have 
thought of if it wasn’t for the brainstorm. I like brainstorming, but I haven’t got 
enough experience in it to actually be wanting to spend a lot of time on it. This 
course promised to be a lot about brainstorming, so I decided to be open to 

that.

What?
This course promised to link personality and creativity and to help students 
postpone their judgement. I came up with a fascination (Arabic Culture) and 
collected information it in several domains. I bought a symbol for my fascination 
(a papyrus notebook, as writing and many other sciences were invented by 
the Arabs), I made pictures, I related to art by visiting museums, did research 
and came up with a concept related to my fascination and research. I made 
a 3D model for my concept and it was an important skill to work divergent and 
to gather as much information as possible. I think I managed to do that as my 
dummy nearly hasn’t got any page left and the course was about the way 

towards creating the concept and not so much about the end result.

Reflection



So what?
Finding my fascination was not hard and the very beginning was quick, and 
once I found the time to dive into my fascination and do research I got more 
enthusiastic. I liked getting to know more about my fascination and it intere-
sted me to look at it from different angles. 

The fact that I didn’t know which direction the course was heading made me 
feel insecure though, I like being in control and this course was merely about 
letting go of control. From the five dispositions model this clearly was brought 
forward as a reflection point.   
I very much like the divergent phase as it is important to gather much infor-
mation to be able to come up with a concept. It always gives me inspiration 
and the concept comes along during the process. For this course there was 
a lot of information though. Maybe a little too much for me personally., be-
cause the moment we had to step into the convergent phase I was lost. I had 
gathered so much information that I had absolutely no clue what to do next.
After taking the class for the second time and brainstorming in class I finally 
got it and I could continue creating.

What I liked most was creating the concept and 3D model. When I thought 
about the model I saw every piece of the puzzle come together in this color-
ful piece of art. Every contrast and the whole story I wanted to tell thourgh 
my concept came together and I really saw my comcept as if it would really 
be happening. 

I like the divergent phase but become happier as the process moves along 
as I can see a concept grow and get a form.

Now what?
Uncertainty is something I find hard to handle. I like to be in control and I like 
to set clear goals for myself as I am a perfectionist. This course learnt me that 
it is okay to have uncertainty as it brings you new insights and ideas in a 
broader perspective. To be honest I did not expect to be able to derive a 
proper result from this enormous amount of information, but I have to say that 
when I got a clear view on the goal I felt like it was all worth it.
Especially the research in four domains is something I will use in the future as it 
has given me a thorough overview on what I was dealing with. Another thing 
I will keep doing is postponing my judgement by looking at artwork and ask 
myself questions on what I see and what it could be telling me before I read 
descriptions. I find that a fun thing to do.
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Five dispositions model

The last part of my reflection is on the five dispositions model. I am an inquisitive, but per-
fectionist person. I like to see find out how things work and what they do, but I cannot do 
so for endless times. The thing I found hardest in the beginning of the course was tolerating 
uncertainty, as I did not know what the course would bring me. As the five dispositions model 
shows me, this did not improve much during the process. At the end things worked out, but 
my uncertainty and the intolerance of such grew. during the process because I was stuck on 
how to direct the divergent phase into the convergent phase to get to a coherent concept.  

It helped me a lot to talk to my buddies, as I had more than one. We grew as a group, more 
people joined and even exchange students joined us. We went shopping for a product of 
our fascination and helped each other to find a good match. During the process we brain-
stormed together and the trip to Antwerp was very pleasant as we did the travelling and 
the assignment in the museum together. 
I believe all of us got a better view on the assignments and thus a stronger concept, be-
cause of our talks, discussions and cooperation. I found that when we talked I received 
feedback and I got new ideas. 
-
I can derive from my results in the model that what I learned the most is  crafting and impro-
ving, and with this I agree. I’ve always loved creating, designing, drawing and painting, but 
creating something from just a fascination was new to me. Especially the crafting part was 
not that easy for me. I was already was used to improve existing concepts as that is parts 
of what we learn in school, and this is creativity from a practical starting point. But creating 
from scratch, even though it is something I really like, always gives me a creator’s block for a 
while.

I had problems finishing the course in time. The research part was a lot of work, and that 
had been done thoroughly, although due to my work I did not attend any class except for 
the third. This gave me struggles when extracting a concept from all the research. This is why 
I decided to join this class once more. With this extra help of being in class more and having 
a team to co-work with, I think I finally got it!






